
Predication and the Coordinate Structure Constraint

Using a new set of naturally occurring spoken data extracted from the Switchboard
subcorpus of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1995), I present two studies that show
that A’-extraction from coordinate structures is licensed by information status (rather
than syntax, semantics, or discourse structure) and that extracted-from coordinate struc-
tures function predicatively, describing/defining concepts for which there is no lexicalised
word. The first study empirically corroborates previous work on the CSC (Ross, 1967)
that suggests that different patterns of extraction correlate with different discourse re-
lations holding between the conjuncts (Kehler, 2002). Specifically, it is confirmed that
in coordinate structures with a Resemblance relation as in (1), extraction occurs from
both conjuncts; where a Cause/effect relation holds (2), extraction may occur out of the
first conjunct; and with a Contiguity relation (3), asymmetric extraction occurs from at
least the final conjunct.

(1) It would be something that everybody participated in , and would take a turn
in . (swbd 2604)

(2) I just assume it was something that she could hit immediately and really
annoy a lot of people. (swbd 4316)

(3) It’s just as standard as a regular trash can that they come by and pick up
and dump . (swbd 3201)

Further, it is found that all cases of asymmetric extraction reflect asymmetry in the
status of the information conveyed by the conjuncts: extraction occurs from dominant
conjuncts or conjuncts with greater illocutionary force (as determined using diagnostics
from e.g. Erteschik-Shir (1973), Cristofaro (2005)), supporting an analysis where topical-
ity is relevant for licensing extraction. This accounts for not only asymmetric extraction,
but also for ‘across-the-board’ (ATB) extraction from coordinate structures: if one ele-
ment in a coordinate structure is potentially topical, that element can be extracted and
put into canonical topic position. Falling out from this analysis is the conclusion that
the ATB exception has no special status but rather conforms to the same principles that
dictate asymmetric extraction.

The second study takes the data gathered in the first study and uses a CorpusSearch
(Randall, 2010) coding query to compare it to the rest of the corpus to determine the
significance of apparent trends in the data. This study finds that A’-extraction from
coordinate structures occurs disproportionately (p<0.01) in relative clauses and that
these relative clauses disproportionately (p<0.01) have (i) indefinite antecedents; (ii)
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are headed by something, anything, everything, and (especially) things; and (iii) occur
postcopularly. These observations hold across discourse relations (e.g. (1) is Resem-
blance and features ATB extraction, (2) is Cause/effect with extraction from only the
first conjunct), yet both share the features described above. This indicates that more is
going on than simply different patterns of extraction matching with different coherence
relations and dissolves the notion of a special status for ATB exception. These facts
are used to support my analysis that extracted-from coordinate structures are used to
provide additional information about types of entities rather than specific entities and
that they are predicative, functioning to define entities for which there is no lexicalised
word and restrict the set of possible referents.
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